
FALL PROTECTIONFALL PROTECTION  

   6.0   

Our selection represented the most popular fall protection Our selection represented the most popular fall protection 
equipments available. The vast variety of hazardous situations equipments available. The vast variety of hazardous situations 
has taken the user to an upper level of knowledge of the has taken the user to an upper level of knowledge of the   
required equipment for their specific needs. Sylprotec carries required equipment for their specific needs. Sylprotec carries 
either horizontal, vertical and closed area systems. either horizontal, vertical and closed area systems.   
  
Our harness selection is design to answer the worker’s needs. Our harness selection is design to answer the worker’s needs. 
Whether you need a light harness of a more sophisticated Whether you need a light harness of a more sophisticated 
one: Sylprotec has it.one: Sylprotec has it.  
  
Straps with energy absorbers to minimize injuries when Straps with energy absorbers to minimize injuries when   
stopping. Life line device to keep a vital link whenever you are stopping. Life line device to keep a vital link whenever you are 
in a closed area, etc...in a closed area, etc...  
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ROOFER’S KITROOFER’S KIT  

 6.1 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

FP10910 3M Safeligth harness, back D ring., small to X large 

FP209510 3M 3 ft. long web lanyard with soft pak energy 

FP160221-50 3M 5/8 lifeline Rope 50 ft. long 3 strand 

FP129 3M Automatic rope grab with panic lock 

FP4000 3M roof anchors 

 6 in., galvanise nails (6 units)   

Whit storage bucket 

FP20508 

CODE DESCRIPTION 
FP4000 3M roof anchors 
FP4004 3M D bolt anchor 
FP4005 3M Anti-rollout d-bolt anchor 

FP4000 FP4004 FP4005 
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HARNESS FROM NORTHHARNESS FROM NORTH  

6.2   

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE 

  FP700/1D North light weight nylon harness with back D-ring S to XXL 

  FP700/1ED North light weight nylon harness with extended back D-ring S to XXL 

  FP722/2DP North harness with 2 D-ring back and front, adjustable small to large (avalable in X large) S to L 

  FP722/6D North harness with 6 D-ring, adjustable small to large (avalable in X large) S to L 

  FP759/1DP North harness with back D-ring, adjustable small to large (avalable in X large) S to L 

  FP80K North heavy duty harness whit soft pack 440 lb rate, with back D-ring XXXL 

  FP81F/1DBA North comfort harness model Rite-on, adjustable small to large S to XXL 

  FP759/5DP North harness with back 5 D-ring, adjustable small to large (avalable in X large) S to L 

FP700/1D FP759/1D FP81F/1DBA 

FP722/2DP FP722/6DP FP80K 
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HARNESS FROM 3MHARNESS FROM 3M  

 6.3 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE 

 FP10210 3M Poly Nomex harness, with back D-ring, adjustable  S to XL 

 FP10910 3M harness model Safelight whit back D ring, adjustable  S to XL 

 FP1410Q 3M harness model Ameba quick connect whit back D ring, adjustable  S to XL 

 FP1412Q 3M harness model Ameba quick connect with belt for pouch tools and 3 D ring, adjustable  S to XL 

 FP1412Q-XL 3M harness model Ameba quick connect with belt for pouch tools and 3 D ring, adjustable  XL to XXL 

 FP7512Q 3M harness model Elevation quick connect with belt for pouch tools and 3 D ring, adjustable    S to XL 

 FP7512Q-XL 3M harness model Elevation quick connect with belt for pouch tools and 3 D ring, adjustable    XL to XXL 

FP1040-XXL 3M harness model Apache heavy duty (400 lb) XXL 

FP10210 FP10910 FP1410Q 

FP1412Q FP7512Q FP1040-XXL 

Belt size Waist size 

P-M 30 to 42 in. 

G-TG 40 to 52 in. 

TTG 45 to 57 in. 
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ENERGY ABSORBING LANYARDS ENERGY ABSORBING LANYARDS   

6.4   

HOOKS 

FP6650 

FP2662GG 

FP5386 

CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE HOOK 

FP22322 North  nylon web lanyard 1 po. (25 mm) with soft pak energy 4 feets or 6 feets FP6650 

FP22329 North  nylon web lanyard 1 po. (25 mm) with soft pak energy 4 feets or 6 feets FP6650/FP5386 

FP26322 North  web lanyard 1 3/4 po. (45 mm) with soft pak energy 4 feets or 6 feets FP6650 

FP26329 North  web lanyard 1 3/4 po. (45 mm) with soft pak energy 4 feets or 6 feets FP6650/FP5386 

FP2662GG North  " Y" web lanyard 1 3/4 po. (45 mm) with soft pak energy 4 feets or 6 feets FP6650/FP5386 

FP28829 North  decelerator energy absorbing lanyard 4 feets or 6 feets FP6650/FP5386 

FPD2991GG North  " Y" decelerator energy absorbing lanyard 4 feets or 6 feets FP6650/FP5386 

FP28829 

FP22329 FP22322 

FP26329 

Most lanyards are available in 4 feets or 6 feets. 
To order 6 feets you must add on the code ( - 6 ) 
Exemple: # FP22322-6    North  nylon web lanyard 1 po. (25 mm) with soft pak energy, 6 feets long. 
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CARABINERS, ROPES GRABS & ROPESCARABINERS, ROPES GRABS & ROPES  

 6.5  

 Vertical anti-fall system C.S.A. approved. 
 For 16 mm web rope. 
 Panic lock. 
 Automatic locking. 

FP542 

CODE DESCRIPTION MATERIAL TRACTION  
RESISTANCE 

FP16EPS Rope 5/8 po. (16 mm) 3 strands 25 ft. Copolymer mix 2268 kg (5000 lbs.) 

FP16EPS-50 Rope 5/8 po. (16 mm) 3 strands 50 ft. Copolymer mix 2268 kg (5000 lbs.) 

FP16EPS-100 Rope 5/8 po. (16 mm) 3 strands 100 ft. Copolymer mix 2268 kg (5000 lbs.) 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

FP86 Autolocking carabiner, steel, 3/4 in. (19 mm) opening 
FP88 Autolocking carabiner, steel, 1 in. (25 mm) opening 

FP16EPS 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

FP541 Automatic rope grab with panic lock 
FP542 Automatic rope grab with panic lock, soft pack energy absorber lanyard 2 ft. (0.6 m)  
FP561 Automatic rope grab with parking feature 

FP561 FP541 

FP86 FP88 
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WEB LANYARDSWEB LANYARDS  

6.6   

 Retractable and extendable mechanism following the worker’s movements. 
 C.S.A. and ANSI approved. 

CODE DESCRIPTION 
FPREW Retractable 3M Reload Web, 7 ft. long 
FPREW-12 Retractable 3M Reload Web, 12 ft. long 
FPREW-23 Retractable 3M Reload Web, 23 ft. long 
FPREC Sealed self-retracting lanyard Reload 3M, 30 ft. long 

FPREC-50 Sealed self-retracting lanyard Reload 3M, 50 ft. long 

FPREC-85 Sealed self-retracting lanyard Reload 3M, 85 ft. long 

FPREC-130 Sealed self-retracting lanyard Reload 3M, 130 ft. long 

FPREC 

FPREW-23 

New technology helps protect the 3M Sealed ReLoad Retractable 
Lanyards against the damaging effects of corrosion, making it a  
suitable choice for harsh marine environments. The innovative,  
modular design provides consistent performance and allows on-site 
inspection and servicing to reduce downtime and maintenance costs. 
Available in 4 sizes 30, 50, 85 and 130 ft. 

3M Reload retractable cable  stainless steel and modified nylon 
casing designed for lasting performance.  
Available in 3 sizes 7, 12 and 23 ft. 
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TRIPOD & LIFELINESTRIPOD & LIFELINES  

 6.7 

FP2/415SR 

CODE DESCRIPTION 
FP2/415SR 3 ways lifeline, 3/16 in. (5mm) stainless, 50 ft.(15m), weight 9.5 kg (21 lbs.) 

FP6610/15 Lifeline, FP2 type 

FP6630/7 Tripod carrying bag 

FP6600/7 Aluminum 7 ft. tripod  

FP66/415SR Kit including: FP2/415SR, FP6600/7, FP6610/15, FP6630/7 

 3-way retractable lifeline, 
   (fall protection, to lift people up and down). 

 5 mm stainless steel or galvanized rope.  

 Load indicator : indicating system when undergoing over 295 kg (650 lbs). 

 Ring gear and pinion 4,5:1 ratio, recovery 25 ft./min. 

 Meets or exceeds ANSI, OSHA, CSA et CE requirements. 

 Available in 15 or 33 m. (50 or 108 ft.), galvanized or stainless wire. 

 Lifeline support. 

FP6610/15 

 Made of tubular aluminum, lightweight and better resistance.  

 Moulded alloy head equipped with centered pulley for steel cable. 

 Eliminates needs of additional pulley end gives more space for the victim. 

 2 eyed-bolts head allowing use of a lift. 

 Maximum weight 136 kg (300 lbs). 

 Equipped with chains to reinforce quartering resistance.  

 ANSI et OSHA approved.  
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